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Psyche
Rehearsal Report Stage Manager:

Tiffany Lynn Michael

Rehearsal Notes Crazy scheduling madness! Figuring out today and getting it to happen was cursed.  But it's 

done.  Anthony and Jason were both late because they went to Steven's instead of the barn 

first.  Started Iii around 8:00.  Started Ii at 9:30. Ended at 10:05.

Set Can we get an updated groundplan?  Side table SL, liquor cabinet SR.  Added a coat rack near 

the door.

Platforms are on-site.

Props Progression of states of moving: boxes added, maybe coffee table moved during 1st act 

(Maddy proposed packing peanuts scattered around instead of boxes, idea vetoed by Steven 

due to peanut allergy risk); boxes, armchair, coffee table, one or both side tables will leave 

during intermission.

Probably have rehearsal couch coming from Jenny.  Still need side tables, desk/chair for attic. 

Armchair, coat rack if possible.

Added side table (half round) and liquor cabinet (emptied). Side table will be SL, liquor cabinet 

SR.  Coat rack near front door. Houseplant?

Pg. 73, Anthony asked if he could break the glass, Steven is not opposed.  Just to put it on your 

radar.

Costumes For photo shoot tomorrow, will the blindfold make it's way to the barn?

Lighting I put forth the idea to put house lights on the baby dimmers so that FOH can have manual 

control.  And because I want a use for the baby dimmers.  But since we don't have a lighting 

designer yet, this is mostly just me talking to myself…

Sound/

Projection

I'm working with Ian tomorrow to get payment figured out for projection ordering.  I'm mostly 

sharing this so that this box isn't blank.

Schedule Tomorrow has been shifted around once more.  We will not have Steven, so Maddy is heading 

it up.  6:30-9 will be working with Maddie and Anthony on Ivi and a photo shoot for the poster; 

9-9:30 is Anthony and Jason for Iiii; 9:30-10 is Cami and Jason for Iv. We will probably run late 

because Jason is scheduled at work until 9, and he hasn't yet figured out teleportation.

Miscellaneous We should be getting a new draft of Act I by tomorrow, and Act II by Wednesday. We need to 

set up lighting for the port-a-potty (I will probably work on this). There is a mini first aid kit at 

the barn. At least one of our fire extinguishers needs to be recharged (all do to make the fire 

marshal happy, but at least one is actually indicating that a recharge is necessary).
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